
STOP - 
using the word "Negative" to mean bad.

It is time that we, as a species, stop using the word "negative" to mean bad, stuff that we 
don't want in our lives, space, energy field.  It is time to up-level our language.
We live on a planet of polarity - of negative and positive energies.
Magnets are charged both negative and positive - meaning one end pushes away, and 
other end pulls toward.  The North Pole of the planet is considered to have a positive 
charge, the south pole to have a negative charge. This is what produces the magnetic field 
called the rotating Tube Taurus that keeps us on the planet, as opposed to free- floating in 
space.  The giving / sending, sun, male, masculine, yang and left brain functions are 
positive energies.  The receiving / female, feminine, moon, earth, yin and right brain 
activities are negative energies.
When we use the word "negative" to mean bad, stuff that we want to get rid of, or let go 
of, we dishonor the Feminine.  When using negative in any way other to reference a 
function of specific types of energies (the polarities), we not only dishonor the Great 
Mother, the Earth and all that is feminine, we also dishonor the right brain functions of 
ourselves.  And when we dishonor the Divine Feminine in all by trying to get rid of the 
"negative" we are seen as not loving ourselves which leads to feelings of unworthy and 
not good enough.
Using the word "negative" to mean stuff we no longer want is an old patriarchal and lazy 
way of speaking.  It is time for us to be more succinct and specific in our language.  It is 
time to begin to speak in a more meaningful way to get our point across in a way that 
does not harm or dishonor others.  Time to Up-Level your speaking in a way that 
supports the feminine energies.
Until we stop dishonoring the Feminine, we will continue to live in toil and strife and 
pain, upset and war on our beautiful planet.  The first step to a forever peace, is to reclaim 
and honor our feminine selves.  
When we honor and welcome the energies of the Divine Feminine, then and only then 
can we fully return to love and peace. 
Please share so that all may be re-member.



Synonyms with which to replace the word negative as meaning "bad" or 
something we prefer to not have in our lives.  Prefer to release or get rid of.  
Detrimental, chaotic, disharmonious or disempowering are words that I use most often because 
those can all refer to:  energy, frequency, actions, thoughts, feelings, emotions, people habits, etc.

Nearly 120 words that mean  stuff we dont want in our space or energy fields in the English language.

words that mean bad or contradictory
adverse colorless detrimental neutralizing removed
abrogating cynical dissentient nugatory resisting
against contravening gloomy nullifying repugnant
anti counteractive gainsaying opposing resistive
balky denying impugning pessimistic unaffirmative
annulling disallowing invalidating privative unenthusiastic
antagonistic disavowing jaundiced recusant unfavorable
con disempowering negate refusing uninterested
contrary dissenting nay-saying rejecting weak
disharmony disharmonious chaotic despise unwilling

unfavorable, antagonistic
allergic to unfortunate unwilling opposite unwanted
conflicting unfortunate inimical ornery counteract 
contrary unfriendly injurious reluctant invalidate
detrimental unlucky inopportune repugnant nullify 
disadvantageous unpropitious opposing stuffy neutralize

uncooperative
averse unruly intractable stubborn obstinate
adverse unpredictable loath unbending perverse
immovable unmanageable indisposed inflexible

contradict
confrontation deny dis-affirm disprove have a bone to pick
dispute fly in the face of oppose refuse to accept repudiate
thumbs down traverse refuse to accept

contrary - antagonistic , opposite
pathetic discordant diametric contradictory nonconforming
balky clashing conflicting restive reverse
paradoxical recalcitrant dissident stubborn intractable
wrongheaded wayward perverse insubordinate inimical


